




Passion Brazil

Passion Brazil is a complete DMC, specialized in tailor made holidays throughout Brazil,

exclusive experiences, special interest itineraries, leisure groups, incentive travel, events,

concierge and any services to be designed for your clients.

Located in the heart of Rio de Janeiro since 2004 and Salvador (Bahia) since 2011, Passion 

Brazil is also present in all the other Brazilian cities.

Our vision is strongly influenced by the European way of working: high commitment, 

detail-oriented, constant quest for perfection. Not to mention the Brazilian influence 

through creativity, flexibility and dynamism.

Our values:

* Original experiences and exclusive services, designed to suit every need and every budget;
* Reliable and well-proven logistics;
* Unique and unforgettable offers, based on new trends and exceptional moments;
* Wide knowledge and field experience;
* Permanent and customized assistance;
* Effective, transparent and close cooperation;
* Strong power of negotiation through our network of local partners.



Our Expertise

Our main value is our team, with more than 15

years of experience, a great reputation in the

market and a privileged relationship with our

suppliers.

Our concept is to share our passion for Brazil

by delivering personalised, reliable and high-

quality professional services to all our guests

and business partners.

Passion Brazil gives you support in all your 
travel needs:
* Tailor made holidays;
* Leisure groups;
* Airport services and transport requirements;
* Hotels selection and booking;
* Customized packages (honeymoon, family, 
sports, wellness, ecotourism, VIP programs);
* Fun activites and special experiences (dancing 
classes, cooking, surf lessons etc);
* Special meals and restaurants booking;
* Incentive travel and events.



Why Passion Brazil?

We identify our client’s needs and expectations,
giving them recommendations for an inspiring,
enjoyable and unforgettable trip. Understanding
perfectly each client's profile, we provide unique
proposals, all designed according to the interest of
the travellers. With Passion Brasil the impossible
does not exist! Our goal is turning the “dream trip”
into a real experience.

Our suppliers are carefully selected, considering

their high level of quality service and innovative

touch, who provide “anytime” assistance and

exhibit faultless professionalism and successful

experiences.

Through a strong network of local partners, we can

provide competitive rates, added value to your

clients and flexibility in negotiation.

Discover Brazil in so many different ways. Travel off

the beaten track, meet the local population with

social responsibility and respect for the

environment.



Our Products and Services

Emotion, Fun & Adventure



Our Products and Services

Exploring Secret Spots 



Our Products and Services

Exclusive Experiences



Our Products and Services

Meeting New Friends



Our Products and Services

Culture and Music



Our Products and Services

Events and Parties



Our Products and Services

Charming & Beautiful Properties



To Contact Us:

Avenida Nossa Senhora de Copacabana, 928 – Suite 701

Rio de Janeiro - Brazil

Phone: +55 21 2549.8457 / 2549.8175

Mariana Rosa – Director – mariana@passionbrazil.com

Maria José Varella - Groups Coordinator - groups@passionbrazil.com

Barbara Lobo - FIT Department - fit@passionbrazil.com
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